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Real Estate Property Taxes Can Vary Significantly By City and Subdivision
Like sales tax, property taxes
ple, Golden’s 12.34 mill levy.
can vary greatly around Jefferson
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County and the metro area, and
homes varies because, unlike
you might want to conGolden, Lakewood
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TODAY
when shopping for your
municipal services
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For instance, the mill
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levy for the West
property taxes are
Metro Fire Protection
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District (serving Lakeareas, but in fact quite
wood) is by itself
the opposite is true.
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levy rate for Jefferson
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for that and all other
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Where the mill levies
Added to that base are local taxes get really high, however, are in
for city government, police protec- those new subdivisions such as
tion, fire districts, water & sanitaTable Rock (near Highway 93,
tion districts, urban drainage, park north of Golden) where a signifi& recreation districts, etc. If you’re cant mill levy funds the payment of
in unincorporated Jeffco, you pay bonds which financed construction
3.2 mills for the Sheriff’s office to
of the infrastructure for that
protect you, and there are many
neighborhood. In Table Rock, that
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mill levy by itself amounts to
other districts providing coverages 57.475, boosting the total mill levy
that are all included in, for examfor Table Rock homes to 147.671

— 72% higher than the mill levy for
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Golden. In dollar terms, a
Discover the Joy of Free Electricity!
$500,000 home in Golden would
be assessed $3,405 in annual
Free electricity. The electric bill for this
$515,000
property taxes, but the same value home is the cost of being connected to
home in Table Rock would be as- Xcel’s electric grid, about $8. This home
generates more power than the current
sessed $5,877 in property taxes.
Other highly taxed subdivisions owner uses so In January, the owner
(you?) will get a check from Xcel in payin Jeffco include Riva Chase
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sale!) It’s a wonderful thing to pay only for your natural gas consumption!
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main-floor master suite, the mountain views front and back, and more. To
taxes, consider Denver, where the fully appreciate this home, call me for a showing or take the video tour of it
mill levy is 66.783 and where a
on its website (above), where you can also read more about its solar system
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